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2system. The main diÆculty consists in making use of the freedom that one has in the boundary conditions for the
evolution system of the constraints in such a way that the resulting boundary conditions for the main evolution system
ensure well-posedness. We consider the case of a non-smooth cubic boundary as is of interest in numerical relativity.
This involves the additional complication of being careful about ensuring compatibility at the edges joining the faces.
To our knowledge, this is the rst detailed analysis of the initial-boundary value problem with a non-smooth boundary
in the gravitational context.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in section II we review the basic technique of energy estimates used
to prove well posedness. In section III we review the generalized EC symmetric hyperbolic formulation, write down
the evolution system for the constraints and analyze under what conditions the latter is symmetric hyperbolic. In
section IV we compute the characteristic variables for the main evolution system and for the system that evolves the
constraints. These characteristic variables are a key element for prescribing the boundary conditions that lead to
well-posedness. In section V we write down the constraint preserving boundary conditions in terms of the variables
of the main evolution system. In section VI we derive the necessary energy estimates to show that all the systems
involved in our constraint-preserving treatment are well posed. In section VII we summarize the constraint-preserving
construction of this paper. We end with a discussion of possible future improvements to and applications of the
boundary conditions introduced in this paper.
II. BASIC ENERGY ESTIMATES
In this section we review some basic notions of energy estimates for systems of partial dierential equations, as








where u = u(t; x
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) is a vector valued function, t  0, x
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. The system is symmetric (or symmetrizable) hyperbolic if there is a
symmetrizer for P . That is, a positive denite, Hermitian matrix H independent of n
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where (:; :) denotes the standard scalar product. Taking a time derivative of (2), using equation (1), the fact that
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where ~n is now the unit outward normal to the boundary @
 of the domain. For simplicity let's assume that P (~n) has






denote the projections of u onto the eigenspaces corresponding
























with R \small enough" so that R
T
HR  H [19], it
follows that E(t)  E(0) for all t  0. These kind of energy estimates are a key ingredient in well-posedness proofs.






where g = g(t; x
A
) is a prescribed function at the boundary and R
T
HR  H, as before. In this case, an energy




+ g at the boundary.



















 is a forcing term. One now repeats the estimate for the energy dened in (2), with u replaced









x  2k~uk  kFk;
where k~uk  E
1=2






and where we have used Schwarz's inequality. Therefore, we obtain the
estimate





Similar estimates can be obtained for systems with non-constant coeÆcients, as is the case, for instance, of lin-
earizations around a given non-Minkowski metric, as in black hole perturbations. In the non-linear case the proofs of
bounds are only for nite amounts of time, since solutions can blow up in a nite time starting from initial data with
nite energy.
The existence of an energy estimate implies that the initial-boundary value problem is well posed. By this we mean
that there exists a unique smooth solution to the problem for which the energy estimate holds [13, 14]. It should
be noted that these results are in principle only valid for smooth boundaries. Later in this paper we will discuss
boundaries that are non-smooth. It should be understood that in those cases the energy estimates we derive do not
necessarily imply the existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions.
III. THE FIELD EQUATIONS AND THEIR CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION
In this section we present the eld equations that we will use through this paper, and analyze the constraints
propagation. In the rst subsection we present the evolution equations for the main variables within the generalized
Einstein-Christoel symmetric hyperbolic formulation of Einstein's equations. In the second subsection we analyze,
in the fully non-linear case, the evolution equations for the constraints within this formulation and derive necessary
conditions for the latter to be symmetrizable. We will need this system to be symmetric hyperbolic in order to
derive an energy estimate in the way we sketched in Section II. Rather surprisingly, it turns out that in the original
EC system the constraints' propagation does not seem to be symmetrizable. Imposing the symmetric hyperbolicity
condition naturally restricts the free parameter of the system to an open interval. As a side note, there seems to
be some correlation between the stability properties of the system found in numerical experiments and this natural
choice.
A. The formulation





), and some extra variables f
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)=N is the derivative operator along the normal to the spatial t = const:
slices. The shift 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. Provided that the constraints (see equation (8)

































where  is a free parameter with the only restriction  6= 0.
The evolution system (4,5,6), besides being symmetric hyperbolic, has the additional feature that all characteristic
speeds (with respect to the normal derivative operator @
0
) are either 0 or 1, so that all characteristic modes lie
either along the light cone or along the orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const: direction.
The particular case with  = 4 corresponds to the system derived in [11]. As we will show shortly, the latter does,
however, not seem to admit a symmetric hyperbolic formulation for the evolution of the constraints.
4B. The evolution of the constraints
In order to solve Einstein's vacuum equations, one has to supplement the evolution equations (4,5,6) with the
following constraints:












































are the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints, respectively.
Using the evolution system (4,5,6) for the main variables, one obtains the following principal part for the evolution























































+ l:o: : (12)
A system is symmetrizable if we can nd a transformation that brings the principal part into symmetric form. In
order to investigate under which conditions this system is symmetrizable hyperbolic, we split C
lkij




































































































































































= l:o: : (19)
Having split all the variables into their trace and trace-less parts the only natural transformations that remain are




. First, looking at the terms
depending on C
i
in the evolution equation for C and vice-versa, we see that  < 2 is needed in order to make the
corresponding block in the principal part symmetric by a rescaling of C. Next, looking at the terms involving S
ki
in
the evolution equation for C
i
and vice-versa, through a similar reasoning, we obtain the condition  > 0. Finally, if














+ (   1)V
ki
;
brings the corresponding block into manifestly symmetric form.
5We can summarize the result as follows: If 0 <  < 2, the principal part of the system (13-19) is symmetric with

























































. It is interesting to notice that in a numerical empirical search for a value of
 that improves the stability of a single black hole evolution, Kidder, Scheel and Teukolsky found the value  = 4=33,
which lies inside the interval 0 <  < 2 [10]. On the other hand, the evolution of the original EC ( = 4), for which
we were not able to nd a symmetrizer, according to [10] does not perform very well in 3D black hole evolutions. Also
of interest is that in the recent work of Lindblom and Scheel [15] they note that the previously mentioned range of 
is also preferred. (See gure 5 of their paper; the range 0 <  < 2 translates to  1 <  <  0:5). In that work they
also study the dependence on another parameter z^, which corresponds to a rescaling of a variable and therefore its
eects do not inuence the principal part of the equations, which is what determines the level of hyperbolicity of the
system.
IV. CHARACTERISTIC VARIABLES
Here we discuss the characteristic variables of the main evolution system (4,5,6) and of the evolution system (13-19)
for the constraints. The characteristic variables are needed in order to give the boundary conditions of type (3), which
yield a well-posed initial-boundary value problem.
From now on we will concentrate on linearized (around Minkowski spacetime in Cartesian coordinates) gravity for














is the at space metric. We also assume that our perturbations have vanishing shift and vanishing linearized
densitized lapse. In these cases, all lower order terms vanish (with the obvious exception of the right hand side (RHS)
of (4)) and the evolution equations simplify considerably.













], though the analysis
below could be generalized to other domains.
A. Characteristic variables for the main system
































, we do not consider its evolution equation in the













The characteristic variables with respect to a direction n
i









, of eigenvectors of the symbol (the
e
j
's are called characteristic modes) and then expanding u with respect to these vectors. The coeÆcients in this
expansion are called the characteristic variables.
For the above system there are six characteristic variables with speed 1, six with speed  1 and twelve with zero





















































































are the derivatives with respect to the
directions that are orthogonal to n.
1. Gauge, physical, and constraint-violating modes
Before we proceed, it is interesting to give the following interpretation to the characteristic variables of the main
system with respect to a xed direction n
k
: Consider a Fourier mode of u with wave-vector along n
k
, i.e. assume





. In this case, the linearized constraints assume the form
L(n
i
)u = 0, where L(n
i
) is a constant matrix. Also, since in the case we are considering the non principal terms
vanish, characteristic modes of this form solve the evolution equations.
Now we can check which characteristic modes (or combination thereof) satisfy the constraint equations and which















=2, where A;B denote directions which are orthogonal to n.

















































































are gauge-invariant and satisfy the constraints.
This suggests the following classication: We call



















and the time coordinate t
only. (In particular, it is exact in 1 + 1 dimensions since then there is only one space dimension.) Nevertheless, this
classication sheds light on the boundary treatment below: For example, we will see that giving boundary data that
is consistent with the constraints will x a combination of the in- and outgoing constraint violating variables while
we will be free to choose any data for some combination of the in- and outgoing gauge and physical variables (see
equation (38) below).
B. Characteristic variables for the constraints
For our purpose, it is suÆcient to nd the constraint characteristic variables that have non-zero speed, since these
are the ones that enter the boundary condition (3). In the system considered here there are three characteristic


















while the remaining variables have zero speed.
V. CONSTRAINT-PRESERVING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Here we start with boundary conditions for the constraints that ensure that they are preserved though evolution
and then translate them into the boundary conditions for the main system. In order to do so we write the in- and
7outgoing characteristic variables of the constraints in terms of (derivatives of) the characteristic variables of the main
system. Well-posedness of the resulting constraint system is shown in the Section VI.
In order to preserve the constraints we impose boundary conditions for their evolution of the form (3) with g = 0











where the matrix L is constant. As discussed in Sect. II, the coupling matrix L must be \small enough" if we want
to obtain a useful energy estimate. We will analyze this question in the Section VI
Next, our task is to translate the conditions (27) into conditions on the main variables. Using the denition of the









































































































































where the capital indices A;B = 1; 2 refer to transverse directions (i.e. directions orthogonal to n), and where we sum
over equal indices.
A rst problem that arises in the above expressions is that with maximally dissipative boundary conditions one
does not control normal derivatives @
n
of the incoming characteristic variables at the boundary and, therefore, cannot
impose the above conditions, Eqs. (31,32). However, since in Eqs. (31,32) the normal derivatives are present only on
variables with speed 1, we can use the equations (24) to trade normal derivatives by time and transverse derivatives.

























































































The second problem is to show well-posedness for the evolution system of the main variables. Conditions (27)
together with Eqs. (33,34) do not directly translate into conditions of the form (3) for the main variables since
transverse derivatives appear in the expressions (33,34) [21]. In order to get a well-posed initial-boundary problem




of in- and outgoing main variables and an appropriate
coupling matrix L such that the conditions (27) with (33,34) can be incorporated in a closed set of evolution system
at the boundary for the variables g and some variables with zero speed. This is discussed next.
A. Neumann boundary conditions: evolution system on each face































































































8Equations (35,36) amount to giving as boundary conditions for the constraints' propagation a coupling between the
incoming and outgoing characteristic constraint variables as in Eq. (27) with (L
j
i
) = diag( 1; 1; 1). These equations










are a priori prescribed functions (i.e.






















= 1 if A = B and zero otherwise.




, but also some zero speed


















Below we will show that equations (35,36,37) constitute a symmetrizable hyperbolic system of evolution equations at




















prescribed. Since the domain we are interested in is a box, Eqs. (35,36,37) need to be evolved at each face. In order
to do so one needs boundary conditions at each edge (intersection of two faces). Below we will also explain how these
boundary conditions are naturally xed by compatibility conditions.
Assuming one already has the solution to Eqs. (35,36,37) at each face, the boundary conditions for the main








































are obtained from the evolution system (35-37) at the n-face and where we can specify the gauge
variable d
nn


























, we see that these are
Neumann conditions on some components of the three-metric.
Now we go back to the evolution system (35-37) at the face and look at it in detail. In order to make the notation















for the variables associated with the face orthogonal to































































denotes the trace of h
(n)
AB
. One can check that as long as  6= 2 this system is symmetric hyperbolic with

































































B. Neumann boundary conditions: Compatibility conditions at the edges of the faces
The system we just introduced is dened on each of the six n-faces. The faces themselves have boundaries: the
edges that join them. We need to ensure that the system on each face is well posed taking into account the boundary
conditions at the edges. Since each edge is shared by two faces, this will translate into compatibility conditions among
the various systems.
9The system of interest has, at each edge, two ingoing modes with speeds
p
3=2 and 1 and two outgoing modes with
speeds  
p












































where p is a transverse direction orthogonal to m (and n).
















































Now let fn;m; pg be orthogonal directions naturally associated with the box (say, the standard Cartesian coordinates


























































































one each of the n-faces. Therefore,









at the edges dened by the intersection of faces n and m.
Imposing these boundary conditions automatically implies that the compatibility conditions (44) and (45) are

























where the last equality follows from imposing the boundary conditions at the edges. Therefore, these boundary
conditions also imply that the compatibility condition (46) is satised through evolution provided it does so initially.
C. Dirichlet boundary conditions





























































































































Assuming one already has the solution to Eqs. (49,50) at each face, the boundary conditions for the main variables,














































































































































There is one ingoing and one outgoing mode, with speeds 
p







































































































This condition will be used in the energy estimate (63) in order to prove well-posedness for the system at each face
in the Dirichlet case. On the other hand, Eq. (59) is a compatibility condition at the intersection of faces n and m
for the free boundary data.
VI. WELL POSEDNESS
We start by showing that the conditions (35,36) and (49,50), for the Neumann and Dirichlet case, respectively,
imply that the evolution system for the constraints is well-posed. Then we derive energy estimates for the closed
system of evolution equations at each face, and using these estimates we show that the evolution of the main system
is well-posed as well.
Since we have already shown that all the evolution equations involved in our constraint-preserving treatment are
symmetric hyperbolic, and since we have already cast all boundary conditions in maximally dissipative form, the
main purpose of this section is to explicitly show that the dierent couplings are \small enough" with respect to the
corresponding symmetrizers, in the sense discussed in Section II.
11
A. Constraint propagation






































is the unit outward normal to the boundary @
 of the domain. Expressing the integrand in terms of




























where the last equation follows from the conditions (35,36) and (49,50) in the Neumann and Dirichlet cases, respec-
tively. Therefore, the initial-boundary value problem for the constraints is well-posed. In particular, this implies that
zero initial data for the constraints implies that the constraints are zero at later times as well.
B. Face systems
1. Neumann conditions
In order to show well-posedness for each system dened on the n-face  
n
we consider the corresponding energy










































































= 0 for the moment, to get rid of the rst term on
















































































can be easily relaxed with an argument similar to the one we presented in the
paragraph following equation (3). That is, one denes a new variable that incorporates the inhomogeneity in the
energy generated by the term that appears in the case of a non-smooth boundary and obtains an energy estimate for
the new variable, since the variable redenition is nite and well dened. Well posedness follows immediately.
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2. Dirichlet conditions







































































and we can proceed as in the Neumann case, using in this case the boundary condition (60).
C. Main system
Having obtained a bound for each closed system dened on a face we can obtain a bound for the main evolution
variables by the standard techniques described in section II where we now have the boundary conditions (38) and
(53) for the Neumann and Dirichlet cases, respectively, which are of the required form (3).
VII. SUMMARY
The well posed, constraint preserving boundary conditions presented in this paper can be summarized as follows.
A. Neumann case
 Free data:






must be a priori dened (subject to standard
compatibility conditions with the initial data). These quantities correspond to the normal (that is, in the n
direction) derivative of the normal and the transverse, traceless parts of the three metric, see Eq. (39). One of






should be prescribed at each edge dened by the intersection of faces n and m. These







 Evolution systems on faces:
The 2D symmetric hyperbolic 7  7 system (40,41,42) is evolved on each face. This system needs boundary
conditions at the edges of the corresponding face. They are given by equations (47, 48).






at each of the six n-faces.
 Main evolution system:
The main system (21,22) is evolved in the 3D domain. This system needs boundary conditions, at each face,
for the six incoming characteristic modes. These boundary conditions at, say face n, are given by Eq. (38),




















must be a priori given. They correspond to
the time derivative of the normal and transversal, traceless part of the three metric, see Eq. (52). These three
quantities have to satisfy the standard compatibility conditions with the initial data, but also some compatibility
conditions at edges, Eqs. (58,59). They are also gauge and physical variables, in the sense discussed in Section
IV.
 Evolution systems on faces:
The 2D symmetric hyperbolic 5  5 system (54,55,56) is evolved on each face. This system needs boundary
conditions at each edge. They are given by Eq. (60).






at each of the six n-faces.
 Main evolution system:
The main system (21,22) is evolved in the 3D domain. This system needs boundary conditions, at each face,
for the six incoming characteristic modes. These boundary conditions are given by (53), where the needed













We have studied the system of evolution equations for the constraints for a subfamily of the generalized Einstein-
Christoel symmetric hyperbolic system. We have shown how to give boundary data for the constraints in such a way
that it translates into boundary data for the main system that yields a well posed problem, both for the main system
and the system of evolution equations for the constraints. We have studied the case of a boundary that is not smooth,
as is the case of the usual cubic boxes used in numerical relativity. This required additional care at the boundaries
of each face, with the ensuing compatibility conditions. It should be noted that the energy estimates derived do
not necessarily guarantee the existence of a smooth solution in the presence of corners even with the compatibility
conditions we presented. Further work is needed to establish smoothness of the solution.
Our analysis was carried out for the case of linearized gravity around Minkowski space-time. It is expected that
similar techniques will be useful in the case of other background space-times and also in the non-linear case. We
will discuss these generalizations in future papers. Also, since we have followed a systematic approach and have not
taken any advantage of the gauge choice, in principle it should be possible to apply the same procedure to symmetric
hyperbolic formulations with live gauges [16].
We have also found that, at least with the formulation of Einstein's equations here used (the generalized EC),
the Neumann and Dirichlet cases are in fact the only ones for which well posedness can be established through the
techniques used in this paper (see the appendix). More specically, we have found that these two cases are the only
ones in which closed systems at the faces can be obtained. However, this does not mean that these are the only well
posed cases, since in the initial-boundary value problem an energy estimate is a suÆcient but not necessary condition














) in the Dirichlet case, one should be able to recover any spacetime in any slicing. This is because our
constraint-preserving treatment makes sure that one is solving not only Einstein's evolution equations but also the
constraints. But it does not make any restriction on the space of solutions to the Einstein equations. However, it is
not clear how to choose these \appropriate" boundary conditions, without any a priori knowledge of the solutions, in
order to model an isolated source, given that the boundaries are at a nite distance. This same problem appears in
similar approaches [6, 9]. One possible solution is to provide these functions through Cauchy-characteristic [9, 17] or
Cauchy-perturbative matching [18], or to resort arguments using the peeling property. Another possibility would be
to impose a \no incoming radiation" condition. However, it is not clear how to do this within formulations that have
as extra variables rst but not second spatial derivatives of the three metric. This might be remedied by repeating
this construction for other systems of evolution equations where the variables that represent gravitational radiation at
the boundary play a more central role, as in [3]. For instance, a system of evolution equations of higher order where
the Weyl tensor is the fundamental variable, would be suitable for this purpose.
With the results of this paper one can now assure that both the evolution equation for the main variables of the
problem and the evolution equations for the constraints are well posed on a manifold with (non smooth) boundary.
This allows to evolve initial data that satisfy the constraints beyond their domain of dependence, as is of interest in
14
numerical simulations of the binary black hole problem. Moreover, well posedness opens the possibility of constructing
numerical schemes for which numerical stability can be rigorously proved.
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APPENDIX A: CLOSING THE BOUNDARY SYSTEM
In Section V we showed how to construct a closed system at the boundary by taking appropriate linear combinations
of characteristic variables. We also chose a particular combination of ingoing and outgoing constraints and showed
that it gives rise to a system of partial dierential equations that lives on the boundary. To close this system we had
to include the evolution of some zero speed modes. A question that arises is whether there other ways of closing the
boundary system, apart from the Neumann (40-42) and the Dirichlet (54-56) case.
To answer this question we will make no assumptions on the coupling matrices R and L. The boundary condition














is a 3 3 coupling matrix and V
()
i
is given in (33) and (34). At the boundary data must be given to the
















is a 6  6 coupling matrix and b
ij
is the boundary data. If we insert (A2) into (A1) we obtain a system
which contains derivatives of the boundary data b
ij
, of the outgoing modes v
( )
ij










. To the remaing b
ij
one
can give arbitrary data and consider them as source terms. In order to close the system the coeÆcients that multiply
terms containing outgoing modes v
( )
ij
must vanish. After imposing this condition the coupling matrices R and L,
which in general depend on 45 parameters, depend on one parameter only (apart from ). The zero speed modes that
appear in the rhs of this system cannot be eliminated by any choice of this parameter. Therefore in order to close the
system one has to enlarge it by including the evolution of at least the zero speed modes that appear in the rhs. The
requirement that the evolution of these zero speed modes do not contain any spatial derivatives of outgoing modes,
forces the couplings R and L to be the ones the we used in subsections (VA) and (VC).
Summarizing, the Neumann and the Dirichlet cases are the only ways that one can obtain a closed system at
the boundary. Furthermore, as we have shown in this paper, the boundary system is symmetric hyperbolic and the
coupling matrices R and L are \not too large". Any other choice of coupling matrices would lead to a system for
which the techniques used in this paper to prove well-posedness cannot be applied.
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